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Yannls Kokkos will be 

designing sets and costumes 

for an eclectic body of work 

in 89, including Cocteaui; La 

VOt.r Humaine, Mamet's 

Speed-the-Prow, and the 

Moussorgsky opera, Boris 

Godunov (sketches 2 and 3), 

which he will also direct and 

which premieres in Bologna, 

Aprll 1989. 
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fugOng. 
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• 
"Kokkos, who works with 

director Antoine Vitez, is 

designing sets, and late 18th

century style costumes .. ." 

production of Parsi/al at Bayreuth this summer. In 
February, Heinrich made his directorial debut, re
placing Harry Kupfer (who was suffering from a 
broken leg) for a re-staging on Berlioz's '!be Dam
nation of Faust for the Netherlands Opera in 
Amsterdam. Heinrich had also designed the cos
tumes for this production. 

When cinema director John Schlesinger (most 
recently Madame Sousatzka with Shirley Mac
Laine) undertakes the staging of Verdi 's '!be Mask
ed &II for the 1989 Salzburg Festival, sets will be 
designed by William Dudley, with costumes by Lu
ciana Arrighe. Under the baton of Herbert von Ka
rajan, the opera will premiere in Salzburg on July 
27. 

In other transatlantic crossings, American cho
reographer Trisha Brown will come to Europe with 
a new work which will have premiered in New 
York City in March. Designed by Brown's longtime 
friend and collaborator, visual artist Robert 
Rauschenberg, the work will be seen at the 
Montpellier Dance festival in France in July, and 
at the Holland Dance Festival in Amsterdam in the 
fall. Director/designer Robert Wilson will also be 
in Amsterdam, at the Netherlands Opera, to stage 
De Materie, a new work by Dutch composer L. An
dreissen. The world premiere will be June 1, in 
conjunction with the Holland Festival. 

Crossing the Atlantic from the Old World to the 
New, will be French choreographer Maguy Marin 
with her contribution to the celebration of the bi
centennial of the French Revolution. To premiere 
in the Cours d'Honneur of Avignon's Papal Palace, 
a large outdoor courtyard which every summer is 
transformed into the 3000-seat mainstage of the 
Avignon Festival, the work will then travel to the 
Brooklyn Academy of Music as part of the 1989 
Next Wave Festival. Marin, who is working on the 
conception of this piece with Denis Mariote, has 
not as yet announced set or costume designers, al
though she often works with designer Montserrat 
Casanova. Lighting will be by Pierre Colomer, Ma
rin's frequent lighting designer. In the meantime, 
Marin is choreographing a half-hour work to a 
Bach Brandenburg Concert for the Dutch National 
Ballet in Amsterdam, to be designed by Casanova. 

The Brooklyn Academy of Music Opera will be 
concluding its first season in May with the Paris 
Opera's acclaimed production of Jean-Baptiste Lul
ly's Arys, to be presented as part of the American 
celebration of the bicentennial of the French Revo
lution. Decor will be by Carlo Tommasi, with 
lighting by Philippe Arlaud and costumes by Pa
trice Cauchetier. 

In France, Yannis Kokkos, the award-winning 
Greek-born designer who makes his home in 
Paris, is currently designing both sets and cos
tumes for the Mussorgsky opera, Boris Godunov, 
which he will also direct. This production will pre
miere in Bologna, Italy in April and is scheduled 
for the Champs Elysees Theatre in Paris for Janu
ary 1990. Kokkos, who works with director Antoine 
Vitez, is designing sets, and late 18th-century style 
costumes, for Vitez's production of '!be Marriage 
of Figaro, slated for a March opening at the Co
medie Fran~aise , where Vitez in now Artistic Di
rector. Also on Kokko 's drawing board for 1989 are 
sets and costumes for productions of Jean Coc
teau 's lil Voix Humaine at the Chatelet Theatre, 
David Mamet's A Life in the Theatre, for which 
French actor Michel Piccoli will make his direc
torial debut, and the premiere of a new play, 
Mabie Dic:q, by young French playwright Marie 
Redonnet. Kokkos and Vitez are likely to collabo
rate again on the design and direction of Comedie 
Fran~aise 's production of the classic Spanish play, 
le Celestine, starring Jeanne Moreau and Lambert 
Wilson, for the 1989 Avignon Festival. 

David Mamet's work will also make an ap
pearance at England's National Theatre later this 
year when New York's Lincoln Center production of 
Speed-the-Pww is transferred to the South Bank. 
The original sets and costumes by Michael Merritt, 
as well as Kevin Rigdon's lighting, will stay with 
the production. Also coming up at the National 
are productions of Hedda Gabler, designed by Bob 
Crowley, and Hamlet, with Daniel Day Lewis in 
the title role, sets by John Gunter and costumes by 
Liz da Costa; lighting for both to be designed by 
Mark Henderson. Dierdre Clancy will design the 
National's production ofjuno and the Paycock, 
while Peter Davison will design the production of 
Bed, a new play to be transferred from the lab 
theatre to the Cottesloe. 

Among the many films currently in production 
across Europe, is Australia, a French film pairing 
Englishman Jeremy Irons with French actress Fan
ny Ardent. Shooting on locations in Belgium, En
gland and Australia, the interiors are designed by 
Herbert Westbrock, whose film credits include A 
Passage to India and Out of Africa. The director 
of photography is Yorgos Arvanitis. Release of the 
film is expected in time for the Cannes Film Fes
tival in May. 

Ellen Lampert is editor of Cue 
International. Publicity director for the 
Brooklyn Academy of Music and the Next 
Wave Festival from 1979 to 1986, she is 
currently based in Avignon. France. 
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